12-BMB-O - 12 GUAGE IMPACT - BALLISTIC MARKING BAG (ORANGE)

DESCRIPTION
Our 12-BMB-O 12 Gauge Ballistic Bag Round is designed to be direct fired at target subjects up to 18 meters away for crowd control or civil unrest situations. This round fires a single ballistic bean bag and is effective against individual target subjects. The ballistic bag is embedded with orange marking dye to leave an orange mark for identification on the targeted individual. The ballistic bean bag has a stabilization tail to provide long range accuracy.

Our 12 gauge rounds are loaded in high quality transparent shell casings to allow viewing of the shell contents. For best results they should be fired from standard improved cylinder bore 12 gauge barrels.

SPECIFICATIONS
Type: Projectile, Ballistic Bean Bag, Marking
Caliber: 12 Gauge
Projectile Tail stabilized bean bag filled w/ #9 small metal shot
Marking Dye: Florescent Orange Marking Dye
Projectile Quantity: 1
Projectile Weight: 40 grams
Velocity: 85 mps
Length Overall: 63 mm
Shell Case: Clear Plastic / Brass
Overall Weight: 49 grams
Maximum Range: 45 meters
Effective Range: 20 meters
Launched With: 12 Gauge Shotgun

SHIPPING INFORMATION
UN Number: UN 0012
Shipping Name: Cartridges for Weapons, Inert Projectile
Hazard Class: 1.4S
Inner Package: 5 Cartridges Per Box
Outer Package: 250 Cartridges (in 50 Boxes of 5)
Packaging: Fiberboard Box, 4G UN/DoT Approved

WARNING
Serious injury or death may occur if fired directly at subjects at very cl